1399  بهمن ماه3 EPT سواالت بخش لغات آزمون
1. The staff members worked ……………. all weekend trying to get the report
finished off.

1.randomly

2. haphazardly

3. diligently

4. courageously

2. The professor did not think it ………………. that all the differences between
the two theories could be explained in this way.
1) predictive

2) contrary

3) differing

4) plausible

3. In spite of advances in technology, we are still at risk from such natural
……………. as earthquakes and floods.
1) generalizations

2) destructions

2) events

4) phenomena

4. The truth that we have not done our homework will ……………. the teacher.
1) attribute

2) interfere

3) irritate

4) hinder

5. Our teacher gave us a five minute break before ……………. with the rest of
the test.

1)accompanying

2) proceeding

3) specifying

4) revealing

6.Be careful to ……………... your language to the age of your audience.

1) adjust

2) assess

3) abolish

4) locate

7. I had to ……………... all my money to another bank because the old bank’s
service was poor.

1.transport

2. transfer

3. transmit

4) transform

8. ………………... companies generously reward designers who come up with
bright ideas.
1. Generative

2. Dominant

3. Stable

4. Innovative
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9. The man …….…….... several possible explanations for the rise in school
dropouts.
1) imposed

2) enacted

3) encouraged

4) enumerated

10. Education experts from Brazil travelled to Sweden …..…….... the secondary
school system there.
1) to evaluate

2) to accomplish

3) to comment

4) to reduce

11. There has been a terrible road accident, ……..….... 10 cars and 5 trucks.
1) involving

2) relating

3) connecting

4) supporting

12. A survey of population ……..….... has shown a population decrease in rural
areas.
1) approach

2) trends

3) demonstration

4) incidents

13. Better quality control techniques have resulted in higher quality products
with very few ……..….... .
1) scarcity

2) lack

3) defects

4) improvements

14. If you buy a new product, the producer includes a ….……….... to explain to
customers how the product works.
1) manual

2) registration

3) guarantee

4) summary

15. It is clear that the driver has a legal and moral ……..….... toward the victims
of the car accident.
1) security

2) obligation

3) insurance

4) affection

16. John borrowed a considerable sum of money several years ago, and he is
still paying off his …………..... .
1) bill

2) money

3) credit

4) debt

17. Some of my students have decided to study for a Ph.D. degree to ………......
their knowledge.
1) boost

2) enable

3) organize

4) evolve

18. The twentieth century has witnessed a(n) …………… increase in scientific
progress.
1) accessible

2) initiative

3) dramatic

4) habitual

19. A formal contract is signed between the two companies which is renewable ……….. .

1) orderly

2) annually

4) keenly

3) hastily

20. My students are expected not only to explain what they have done but also
…………..... the results of their experiments.
1) to manipulate

2) to assemble

3) to acquire

4) to analyze

21. The washing machine …………....., so we had to call in the repair technician.

1) broke down

2) broke away

3) broke into

4) broke up

22. In writing an essay, choose material …………..... to the topic and exclude
irrelevant information.

1) tentative

2) pertinent

2) 3) flexible

4)resourceful
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23. Most serious illnesses might be cured if they are …………..... early enough.
1) detected

2) acknowledged

3) distorted

4) asserted

24. Successful students are probably hose who have a(n) …..….…….. interest in their field of study.
1) intrinsic

2) interpretive

3) simulative

4) meager

25. We were required to compare many ………….. theories, from which we had to select the most
convincing.
1) productive

2) qualitative

3) alternative

4) rewarding

1399  بهمن ماه3 EPT سواالت بخش اول گرامر آزمون
Structure
Part one
Choose the one which best completes the following sentences.
26. Neither John nor Jim …….. there on time.
1) weren’t

2) was

3) were

4) won’t be

27. Hydrogen is an element whose atomic number is 1 and …… atomic weight is 1.008.
1) whose

2) through which

3) which

28. John doesn’t want to stay in a dormitory room ……..
1) never

2) no longer

3) anymore

4) no more

4) that
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29. Since the day Jim ……… a lot of reading.
1) was ill, he has done

2) was ill, he had done

3) had been ill, he has done

4) was ill, he has been done

30. If there is fuel shortage in near future, solar energy ……………. .
1) has developed

2) would develop

3) had been developing

4) will have to be developed

31. The students …………… in the library every night for the last two weeks.
1) had been studied

2) would have studied

3) would be studying

4) have been studying

32. I will let you know as soon as the package …………… .
1) arrived

2) has been arrived

3) had arrived

4) arrives

33. Mr. Tehrani ………… at weight lifting since he came to our team.
1) hasn’t been beaten
3) isn’t beaten

2) wasn’t beaten
4) hasn’t beaten

34. It is very likely that your assumptions………. .
1) will fail to correct

2) fail to be correct

3) has failed to correct

4) fail correcting

35. They have not received the package yet; it ……………. to a wrong address.
1) might have sent

2) ought to send

3) must have been sent

4) should be sending
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36. Isfahan …………. one of the world’s most historic cities in the world.
1) said to have been

2) would said to be

3) said to be

4) is said to be

37. An airline pilot and a racing driver are very similar …………… they must possess good
judgement and the ability to react quickly in a crisis.
1)providing

2) however

3) in that

4) even if

38. It was very cold in the morning. You ………… your heavy coat.
1) should have worn

2) might wear

3) need to be worn

4) could wear

39. The authorities will make him ……. all is debts.
1) pay

2) to pay

3) paying

4) be paid

40. I didn’t know the answers to the exam questions, ………… I guessed.
1) even though

2) however

3) so

4) for that

41. We will go home for vacation as soon as we ……. our final exam
1) will take

2) take

3) are taken

4) would be taking
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42. I don’t know ……………….. to call
2) when is Amir wanted

1) who Amir was going

4) why was Amir going

3) whom did Amir want

43. My mother said ……………….. to walk back home.
4) she’d better

3) she’d prefer

2) she has got

1) she’d rather
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44. Hardly ………. the phone down when it started ringing again.
1) John would put

2) will have John put

3) had John put

4) John had put

45. The man pretended that he ……………………. the lawyer’s question.
1) wouldn’t be understanding

2) hasn’t been understood

3) isn’t understood

4) didn’t understand

46. The surgeon recommended that the patient …………… on as soon as possible.
1)operated

2) be operated

3) would operate

4) operates

47. Please be quiet so that ………………………
1) to hear what the professor is saying

2) for me hearing that the professor says

3) I hear what the professor was said

4) I can hear what the professor is saying

48. We all had hoped ………………. the game, but the other team played very well.
1)that our National team would win

2) that our National team wins

3) our National team is winning

4) our National team to win

49. It is important that John ……………….. his hotel reservations by Saturday.
1) confirms

2) confirm

3) confirming

4) will be confirmed

50. No sooner had I opened the door ……………… the telephone rang,
1) than

2) before

3) as

4) as soon as
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1399  بهمن ماه3 EPT سواالت بخش دوم گرامر آزمون
Section Two: Structure Part Two
In each of the following sets of sentences, three sentences are grammatically correct and one
sentence is not grammatical. Identify the incorrect sentence and mark your answer sheet.
511.The secretary will have the work done by the time we arrive.
2.Mary has always wanted to pursue a career in language teaching.
3.My parents have contributed a lot to the development of this association.
4.One of the soldier opened the door of the submarine and climbed in.
521.My thesis advisor said he was hesitant about accepting my research proposal.
2.John would have come if he had had time.
3.He is waiting for you in the office for the last fifteen minutes.
4.My little brother pretended he was sick to avoid going to school.
531.It is unfortunate that Mary doesn't have the time to read books.
2. We are not sure whether the candidate is enough experienced for the position.
3. Automobiles are an indispensable part of people's lives.
4. I wish I didn't have to tell Jim that he had not been chosen for the team.
541.Scientists believe the new vaccine may provide a safer way to treat Covid-19.
2.John never gives me any feedback on the work I do.
3.Our teacher Mr. Tehrani has a positive attitude toward all of his students.
4. A greater amount of people are visiting the stadium.
551.What they told us was the exact opposite of what we were done.
2.The manager's attitude toward us has lately become bearable.
3.I will see you at the meeting next week unless the meeting is cancelled before then.
4.Jim was always out with his friends when he should have been studying.
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561.Jim was asking himself what he should do next.
2.This factory manufactures many different kinds of products.
3.I left my friend in the park, went back to the library, and I did my assignment.
4. I congratulated Amir on his good work
571.How much money does Mary spend on her textbooks each semester?
2.My older brother is going to look after my apartment while I'm away on holiday.
3.They don't let us to send our client gift without getting approval fron1nianagement first.
4.On my way home last night, I saw a very bad car accident.
581.As long as I can remember, Amir has always been good at English.
2.I will help Jim if he will ask me .
3.Although documentary film was short, it was excellent.
4.The weather may get a little warmer tomorrow.
591.John and Jim are good friends and get on well with eachother.
2.These clouds often bring thunder and lighting .
3.The internet has fundamentally changed the way people communicate with
one another.
4.The children decided to make it up after they had shouted at each other.
601.I promise that your son will eventually succeed.
2.What made you live in the countryside?
3.I like to play tennis and so does my brother.
4.Working in this department can be difficult because it is not hard to share a lot of time
with my family.
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611.Mary has lived here since she was ten years old.
2.My brother is still too young to play basketball professionally.
3.I didn't know at the time why they had rejected my Ph.D. proposal.
4.I had trouble concentrating during the test becau se the student besides me kept
coughing .
621.No matter how hard Mary tried, her manager always complained about her work.
2.Jim realized that he should not have chosen to learn Italia n.
3.In January 15th, I will be thirty-four years old.
4.They would have been more pleased if you had given them the good news .
631.It will cost a lot of money to remodel that house.
2.My English class begins at 9 o'clock.
3.Is today’s movie worth to watch?
4.While I was going to work this morning, I met an old friend.
641.I am now rejected of his honestly.
2.George told me that he was Egyptian by birth.
3.If I were you, I would go to the library earlier.
4.Jim should have stayed at home and done his course assignment.
651.John makes many mistakes in German pronunciation.
2.Jim rarely does his course work carefully.
3. I prefer to speak with you in private.
4.Both of them did not go to the library.
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1399  بهمن ماه3 EPT  آزمونCloze Passage سواالت
Section Four: Cloze Passage
Without doubt there is one thing …..(86)….to all of us. We have all played a game
at some time in our lives. Most of us play ….(87)… or have fun, but for many
people, playing a game or a sport is a way to …..(88)….. poverty behind. In fact, in
many African countries, playing a sport professionally can …..(89)….the lives of a
person’s entire family.
For example, ….(90)….. the small town of Bekoji, in Ethiopia more than a
hundred boys and girls ……(91)……. running at dawn every day. Each of these
youth is …..(92)…….. and serious and their coach is …..(93)….that one of them
will be a world …..(94)……... . This seems like a wish, but it is …..(95)…. a
guarantee in this small community. Many of the fastest male and female distance
….(96)… in the world come from this small town. …..(97)….small hand - painted
sign which greets visitors outside Bekoji …..(98)….. “Welcome to the Village of
Athletes”. At the Olympics, runners from this small town are …..(99)….. to win
more medals than those from developed countries. It will give their families a way
….(100)….. poverty.
86- 1) popular

2) accepted

3) similar

4) common

87- 1) to win

2) to cooperate

3) to relax

4) to assist

88- 1) prevent

2) reduce

3) leave

4) alleviate

89- 1) arrange

2) control

3)increase

4) transform

90- 1) in

2)to

3) on

4) at

91- 1) have to be

2) can be seen

3) have seen

4) are

92- 1) careless

2) managed

3) focused

4) furious
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93- 1) optimist

2) confident

3) aware

4) eager

94- 1) conqueror

2) athlete

3) defeater

4) champion

95- 1) in that

2) in fact

3) therefore

4) however

96- 1) runners

2) participants

3) players

4) entertainers

97- 1) With

2) On

3) A

4) Each

98- 1) reads

2) notices

3) informs

4) warns

99- 1) seldom

2) may be

3) likely

4) orderly

100-1) to

2) within

3) toward

4) out of

